
Spring Term 1 Homework 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spellings: 

 

 

 

 

 

You can use the 

following strategy to 

practice your spelling 

each week: 

 

 Look 

 Read 

 Cover 

 Write 

 check 

Week of 18.1.21 

 

Week of 25.1.21 Week of 1.3.21 Week of 8.3.21 

Year 5 and 6 phase words and 

topic words  

Year 5 and 6 phase words 

and topic words 

Year 5 and 6 phase words 

and topic words 

Year 5 and 6 phase words 

and topic words 

1) suggest  

2) symbol  

3) system  

4) temperature  

5) thorough  

6) twelfth  

7) variety  

8) vegetable  

9) vehicle  

10) yacht 

11) Apartheid 

12) Johannesburg 

1) rhythm  

2) sacrifice  

3) secretary  

4) shoulder  

5) signature  

6) sincere  

7) sincerely  

8) soldier  

9) stomach  

10) sufficient 

11) Nelson Mandela 

12) Segregation 

1) privilege 

2) profession 

3) programme 

4) pronunciation 

5) queue  

6) recognise 

7) recommend 

8) relevant 

9) restaurant  

10) rhyme   

11) Civil Rights 

12) Policy 

1) necessary 

2) neighbour  

3) nuisance  

4) occupy  

5) occur  

6) opportunity  

7) parliament  

8) persuade  

9) physical  

10) prejudice 

11) Refraction 

12) Reflection 

 Reading:  At least 15 minutes reading every day 

 Spellings:  New spellings given out each week with a test on Friday on Zoom  

 Arithmetic: Practise times tables and division facts for a daily arithmetic Zoom 

Year 6 - Core Homework 



Spring Term 1 Homework 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 This half term we will be learning about Nelson Mandela and Apartheid 

in our topic lessons and reading Journey to Jo’burg in our English 

lessons. 

 

You can choose to do one of the following activities for your half term 

project: 

 

 Turn a chapter from Journey to Jo’burg into a playscript 

 Write a newspaper report about a significant event in Nelson 

Mandela’s life 

 Create your own propaganda poster 

 Build a 3D model of something linked to our class book or Nelson 

Mandela topic 

 Create an artwork inspired by the descriptions of South Africa in 

Journey to Jo’burg 

 Create a piece of graffiti (on paper not a wall in your home!) 

inspired by our art project on Street Art 

Year 6 - Project Homework 


